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Abstract
Objectives: To assess the level of obesity knowledge in final-year medical students in Norway and to compare it to an expert group and first-year medical students. Methods: A 20-item questionnaire was specifically designed for this purpose (18 knowledge-based questions and 2 subjective questions looking at attitudes and self-perceived proficiency). All medical schools in Norway were included (n = 226). For comparison purposes, an expert group (n = 13) and first-year medical students (n = 96) were included. Results: Experts (81%; 15 out of 18 (13.5–16.0)) scored significantly higher than both final-year (60%; 11 out of 18 (9.0–12.0)) and first-year (48%; 9 out of 18 (7.0–10.0)) students. Final-year students scored significantly higher than first-year students, but showed inadequate obesity knowledge, especially with regard to etiology, diagnosis, and treatment aspects. Subjective questions revealed that medical students trust their acquired knowledge, but feel pressured by time constraints and the complexity of lifestyle issues and experience barriers to long-term follow-up. Conclusion: Final-year medical students in Norway show an inadequate knowledge level within the obesity field, although a significant improvement is seen during the course of medical education. They also show a high self-perceived proficiency in dealing with obesity, despite several constraints/barriers.

Introduction
Obesity has become a challenge in medical care worldwide. One of the main professions in primary care dealing with obesity is the general practitioner (GP), and previous surveys have shown that the general public considers GPs to be a credible source of information on
nutrition [1–4] and lifestyle advice [5]. Unfortunately only a small fraction of GPs discuss weight loss interventions [6], physical activity (PA) [4, 6, 7], and nutrition [6] with patients with obesity. To add to this, less than half of patients with obesity who seek advice for lifestyle-related problems are actually advised by their GP to lose weight [8]. Further data shows that medical professionals under-recognize obesity as a physical condition in adults as well as in children [9, 10]. Moreover, a study of British GPs found that 73% of the physicians felt they should not be involved in weight management of obese children and families [11].

Several studies confirm the lack of self-proficiency amongst medical students, interns, and physicians [12, 13]. GPs report several barriers to implementing public health advice to obese patients [4, 5], including time constrains and lack of training from medical school. A recent US national analysis of physicians’ perspectives on causes of obesity confirms this, stating that only one-third of patients with excess body mass received an obesity diagnosis and weight-related counselling [14]. Overall, GPs seem to recognize the need for adequate knowledge on causes and consequences of obesity, lifestyle issues, and treatment alternatives [14–17], but there is a suboptimal education and knowledge on weight management, especially in the long term. Medical students and GPs seem to understand the medical consequences of obesity, but diagnosis, treatment, and attitudes towards treating patients with obesity are areas often governed by inconsistencies, poor grasp of knowledge, and low efficacy [6, 10, 18].

From our knowledge, no study has looked at the current practices and/or knowledge within obesity of Norwegian doctors or medical students, and how well prepared they perceive themselves to be in dealing with obesity beyond the medical treatment of comorbidities.

The primary aim of this study was, therefore, to assess the level of obesity knowledge in final-year medical students in Norway by comparison with an expert group and first-year medical students. The secondary aim was to evaluate the attitudes of final-year medical students to the treatment of patients with obesity and self-perceived proficiency in dealing with obesity.

Material and Methods

Study Design
This was a cross-sectional observational study where knowledge and perceptions on obesity were assessed and compared between experts, final-year and first-year medical students.

Subjects
All final-year medical students at all Norwegian medical faculties were asked to participate. Participation was voluntary and anonymous.

The expert group consisted of health care professionals who all work clinically with obesity and who were present at a regional obesity conference. The first-year medical students were asked to participate during their first week at medical school.

Survey Procedure
A 20-item self-completed questionnaire aimed at evaluating obesity knowledge was developed, including 18 closed questions and 2 subjective questions aimed at investigating possible attitudes of young doctors towards patients with obesity and their confidence in treating this patient group. Only final-year students were asked to complete subjective questions 19 and 20.

Development and Validation
As no appropriate validated questionnaire was found, one was specifically designed to suit the purpose of this study. Some items were taken from existing relevant questionnaires or similar surveys performed on medical personnel/students in order to create an item pool. Others were developed after extensive literature
searches and under the guidance of a clinical nutritionist and a consultant endocrinologist. A pilot questionnaire was assessed and validated by testing on an independent expert panel consisting of six specialist physicians, endocrinologists and surgeons, all affiliated with the Obesity Outpatient Clinic at St. Olavs Hospital, Trondheim, Norway. Each question was scrutinized for its relevance to the project and difficulty level and modified accordingly if necessary.

The questionnaire was divided into eight different subcategories, in total 20 questions; physiology (2), etiology (2), diagnosis (3), measure for treatment outcome (1), conservative treatment of obesity (4), surgical treatment of obesity (2), consequences of obesity (1), and long-term maintenance of body weight (3) as well

Table 1. Questionnaire – please choose only one answer for each one of questions below

**Physiology**

1. Which of the following alternatives best characterizes people with obesity (BMI ≥ 30 kg/m²), compared to normal-weight individuals?
   - A. A lower resting metabolic rate (RMR)
   - B. Lower total energy expenditure (TEE) during physical activity given similar intensity and duration
   - C. A higher TEE
   - D. A decrease in carbohydrate metabolism

2. Which of the following alternatives is correct in terms of TEE and RMR?
   - A. Degree of fat-free mass (FFM) is crucial for RMR
   - B. RMR is not affected by gender, age or BMI (kg/m²)
   - C. RMR accounts for approximately 50% of TEE in inactive individuals with obesity
   - D. Exercise-induced energy expenditure accounts for approximately 50% of TEE in an inactive individual with obesity

**Etiology**

3. Which of the following alternatives is considered to be the main reasons for an increase in overweight and obesity?
   - A. Lack of self-control
   - B. Genetics
   - C. Genetic predisposition in addition to inactivity and overabundance of food
   - D. Increasing use of medications that can lead to weight gain
   - E. Endocrine causes

4. Weight gain (WG) after a period of weight loss (WL), is one of the most profound challenges in obesity management. Which of the following alternatives represents the most likely contributor?
   - A. Reduction in motivation and lack of compliance
   - B. Reduction in RMR and a decrease in energy expenditure related to PA
   - C. Increase in hunger sensation and a decrease in satiety due to physiological adaptations to appetite control systems
   - D. Combination of A+B+C

**Diagnosis**

5. Which diagnostic criterion regarding obesity represents the current standard?
   - A. BMI (kg/m²)
   - B. Presence of comorbidities
   - C. Body composition (fat-free mass vs. fat mass)
   - D. Amount of visceral adipose tissue (VAT)

6. When diagnosing obesity in children, which of the following tools is considered to be the best one to use?
   - A. BMI curve
   - B. Waist-to-hip ratio
   - C. Iso-BMI curve
   - D. Percentiles

7. Which of the patients would you most likely prioritize in terms of treatment for obesity?
   - A. Female 38 years old, BMI 50 kg/m², mild hypertension, knee and lower back pain
   - B. Male 34 years old, BMI 35 kg/m², diabetes type II, obstructive sleep apnea (OSAS)
   - C. Female 48 years old, BMI 32 kg/m², physically active, minor joint discomforts
   - D. Male 36 years old, BMI 45 kg/m², impaired fasting glucose, mild depression
Table 1. Continued

Goals for Obesity Treatment

8. Which alternative in terms of reduction in body weight is considered to give significant improvements in health?
   A. 10–15 kg WL
   B. 5–10% WL from baseline weight
   C. A reduction in BMI category (e.g. from WHO class III to WHO class II)
   D. A reduction in waist circumference (cm) by 10%

Conservative Treatment of Obesity

9. What is considered to be the most optimal form for exercise in treating obesity?
   A. 4 × 4 high-intensity interval training (HIIT)
   B. Combined endurance and resistance exercise
   C. Resistance exercise
   D. Exercising in the moderate intensity zone/fat burning zone

10. What is considered to be the most optimal strategy for lifestyle treatment of obesity?
    A. Changing dietary habits
    B. Combination of diet and exercise
    C. Increasing physical activity levels (PALs)
    D. Cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT)
    E. Combination of diet, exercise and CBT

11. When considering long-term weight reduction, which diet is believed to be the most effective one?
    A. Low carbohydrate – high fat (LCHF)
    B. Low fat
    C. Mediterranean diet
    D. Any diet can give the same weight reduction given equal negative energy balance and long term compliance

12. Which of the following alternatives is considered to be the most appropriate recommendation when looking at conservative treatment of obesity?
    A. A negative energy deficit of approximately 600 kcal/day
    B. <20% of the energy in the diet comes from fat as a macronutrient
    C. A weight loss of >1.0 kg/week
    D. A diet very low in energy (<800 kcal/day)

Surgery (Non-Conservative Treatment of Obesity)

13. Which of the following alternatives is the most correct one when looking at long-term outcomes of surgical treatment of obesity (gastric bypass, GBP)?
    A. GBP improves the metabolic risk profile, but not primarily cardiovascular risk
    B. Approximately 15% of patients experience suboptimal weight loss or significant weight regain
    C. GBP does not produce a more significant WL after two years when compared to lifestyle treatment of obesity
    D. Approximately 95% of patients who undergo GBP respond well when looking at WL

14. Which of the following alternatives represents the most common complication experienced after GBP?
    A. Hypertension
    B. Dyslipidemia
    C. Low levels of vitamin B12, vitamin D, calcium, and iron
    D. Osteoporosis

Consequences of Obesity

15. Which of the following alternatives are least associated with obesity?
    A. DM2
    B. Osteoporosis
    C. Male infertility
    D. Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD)
Table 1. Continued

Weight Loss Maintenance – Long-Term Perspective
16. Which level of physical activity is recommended for individuals with obesity in order to maintain weight loss?
   A. 30 min/day moderate intensity
   B. Short 10 min bouts with high intensity 3 times/week
   C. 45–60 min/day moderate intensity
   D. 30 min HIIT 3 times/week

17. On average, which percentage do individuals who have lost weight through lifestyle changes are able to maintain a clinically significant WL for at least 1 year?
   A. 20%
   B. <10%
   C. 30%
   D. >40%

18. Which of the following alternatives is most associated with long-term WL maintenance?
   A. A diet high in carbohydrates (≥55% of total energy intake)
   B. Exercising at high intensity > 3 times/week
   C. Eating breakfast > 5 days/week
   D. Self-weighing ≥ 1 times/month

Subjective Questions
19. Choose the alternative you agree the most with regarding possible reasons for you as a doctor feeling resistant to initialize treatment of obesity
   A. There is not much I can accomplish during a 10-min consultation
   B. Obesity is a very complex condition, so I prefer to focus on treating the comorbidities
   C. There are few economic incentives in promoting public health/obesity prevention, and it is difficult charging fees for suggesting simple changes in diet and exercise routines
   D. It is my duty to discuss weight issues with the patient, but long term follow-up and frequent consultations are beyond my capacity in busy surgery
   E. I believe that most patients with obesity live in denial, and few methods are effective in maintaining weight, so I give them general advice and move on

20. Choose the alternative you agree the most with regarding your role as a medical professional who treats patients with obesity
   A. I trust my acquired knowledge from university education and I know how to treat this patient
   B. I prefer to refer the patient to tertiary care/specialist health care services because I suggest that obesity is a self-inflicted condition and it is beyond my reach to treat
   C. I can handle treating the medical aspects of comorbidities, but not the complexity of the lifestyle issues
   D. I fear that I may create poor doctor-patient dynamics by bringing up weight and lifestyle issues. The subject of body weight is such a sensitive topic, and discussing it may make the patient reluctant to keep me as their GP

as subjective questions (2). Each of the first 18 questions only had one correct answer, each answer weighted equally. The final two questions concerned the students' subjective attitude towards treating patients with obesity and their confidence in treating this patient group based on their perceived knowledge. Only the last two questions were exempt from weighting as there was no correct or incorrect answer (see questionnaire in table 1).

Data Collection
The four medical faculties in Norway (Trondheim, Oslo, Bergen, and Tromsø) were approached via study coordinators as to obtain formal permission. In addition, student representatives for the respective final-year classes were emailed prior to testing and informed about the nature of the project.

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using IBM SPSS Inc. Statistics version 20 (Armonk, NY, USA). The significance level was set at p < 0.05 throughout the analysis. Age distribution is presented as mean values
and standard deviations (± SD). To detect if there were significant differences between cluster groups in age, one-way ANOVA was used. Gender differences among groups were analyzed using chi-square test. As total score of the questionnaire was not normally distributed, non-parametric tests (Kruskal-Wallis) were used to look at differences among groups. Data is presented as median and interquartile range (IQR). Post-hoc Bonferroni correction was used to adjust for the possible presence of type I errors, as multiple comparisons were performed across participant groups. Chi-square was used when analyzing each individual question in order to investigate whether there were significant differences in terms of percentages of participants within each group who selected each option (correct or incorrect).

## Results

### Demographic Profile of the Participants

The final-year group was composed of 226 students, the first-year group of 96 students, and the expert group of 13 individuals. The distribution of gender was similar across all groups (70% female). The mean age of all participants was 25.7 ± 5.7 years. As expected, there was a significant difference in age among groups (p < 0.05), with experts being significantly older (46.2 ± 10.7 years) than final-year and first-year students (26.6 ± 2.4 and 20.7 ± 1.9 years, respectively) (p < 0.05) and final-year students being older than first-year students (p < 0.05).
Total Score of the Questionnaire

The final-year students answered correctly 10.8 (9–12) out of 18 questions; a 60.0% overall score, which was significantly higher (p < 0.05) than that of first-year students (9 (7–10), 47.8%), but significantly lower (p < 0.05) than that of the expert group who scored correctly on average 14.6 (13.5–16) questions (81.1%). After 6 years of medical education, the average final-year student answered correctly on two additional questions (12.2% difference) compared to first-year students.

Objective Questions (Q1–Q18)

Average scores on the objective questions of the questionnaire in all groups can be seen in tables 2–6.

Regarding Q1 on what characterizes people with obesity, 76.9% of the experts chose the correct option C (‘A higher total energy expenditure’), whilst the majority of both final-year and first-year students chose option A (‘A lower resting metabolic rate’). A significantly larger percentage of experts selected the correct option, compared to both final-year (36.9%) and first-year students (26.0%) (p < 0.05), with no significant differences between the two student groups (table 2).

For Q2 on total energy expenditure and resting metabolic rate, there were no significant differences in the percentage of experts (76.9%) and final-year students (73.9%) who choose the correct option A (‘Resting metabolic rate is mainly influenced by fat-free mass’). The percentage of first-year students choosing option A (59.4%) was significantly lower (p < 0.05) compared to the other two groups (table 2).
For Q3 on the etiology of obesity, a large percentage of people within all cluster groups answered correctly (option C: ‘Genetic predisposition in addition to physical inactivity and excess energy intake’), with no significant differences between them (table 2).

For Q4, on weight regain, the majority in all groups choose the correct option D, with no significant difference between the groups. The most frequently chosen incorrect options in both final-year and first-year students was A: ‘Weight regain caused by lack of compliance and motivation’ and C: ‘Weight regain caused by increased hunger and feeling less full due to adaptations in the appetite control system’ (table 2).

Regarding Q5 on diagnostic criterions for obesity in adults, the majority in all groups scored correctly (option A: ‘BMI’). However, a significantly larger (p < 0.05) percentage of experts and final-year students choose the correct answer, compared with first-year students. When looking at incorrect answers, option C (’Body composition’) was wrongly chosen by a significantly larger (p < 0.05) percentage of first-year students, compared to both other groups (table 3).

Regarding Q6 on diagnostic tools for overweight and obese children, the correct option was ‘Iso-BMI charts’ (option C). Only 16.4% of final-year students answered correctly. A significantly larger (p < 0.05) percentage of first-year students chose the right option (32.2%). Close to all of the participants within the expert group chose the correct option (92.3%), which was significantly more frequent (p < 0.05) than in the two students groups. The majority of final-year students (65.9%) chose option D: ‘Using percentiles to diagnose childhood obesity’, which was significantly more frequent (p < 0.05) than in both the expert group and the first-year students (table 3).

Regarding Q7 ‘Which obese patient to prioritize for treatment’, a significantly lower (p < 0.05) percentage of first-year students scored correctly (option B: ‘Male 34 years old, BMI 35

---

Table 4. Percentage of participants within each cluster group who selected the different options in Q9–Q12 of the questionnaire

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Expert group</th>
<th>Final year</th>
<th>First year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Conservative treatment of obesity</strong>&lt;br&gt;Q9, %&lt;br&gt;A</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>76.9</td>
<td>65.9</td>
<td>65.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>28.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Q10, %</strong>&lt;br&gt;A</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>92.3&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>81.9&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>74.0&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Q11, %</strong>&lt;br&gt;A</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>17.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>28.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>92.3&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>62.3&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>42.7&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Q12, %</strong>&lt;br&gt;A</td>
<td>92.3&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>68.6&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>61.5&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>17.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Highlighted options and percentages denote the correct alternative. Presence of different superscript letters denote significant differences between groups (p < 0.05).
kg/m², diabetes type II, obstructive sleep apnea') (43.8%), compared with both experts and final years (69.2% and 58.4%, respectively). Approximately 30% of the participants in all groups chose the incorrect option A (table 3).

For Q8, the right answer was B ('5–10% WL from baseline weight'). Both groups of medical students scored significantly lower (p < 0.05) (65.5% and 35.4% for final-year and first-year students, respectively) than the experts (100%). A significantly higher (p < 0.05)
percentage of medical students chose option C ('A reduction in BMI category') as the incorrect alternative, compared to the expert group (table 3).

Regarding the optimal form of exercise in treating obesity (Q9), no significant differences were found when comparing groups, and the majority answered correctly (option B: 'A combination of endurance and resistance exercise'). The most commonly chosen wrong option was option D.

For Q10 on strategies for lifestyle treatment of obesity, the majority of people within all groups chose the correct answer (option E: 'A combination of physical activity, diet and cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT)'). However, significantly more (p < 0.05) experts scored correctly (92.3%), compared to both student groups (81.9% and 74% in final-year and first-year students, respectively). The most commonly chosen wrong option by students was option B: 'Combination of diet and exercise'.

Regarding the dietary approach considered to be the most optimal for the treatment of obesity (Q11), option D: 'Given the same energy deficit and compliance, all diets yield similar results' was the correct option. The majority of participants in all cluster groups chose the correct option, but compared with the two student groups a significantly higher percentage of people within the expert group (92.3%) gave the right answer (p < 0.05). Moreover, a significantly larger percentage of final-year students (62.3%) selected the correct option, when compared with the first-year students (42.7%) (p < 0.05) (table 4).

When asking for which alternative is the current recommendation for conservative treatment of obesity (Q12), the correct option was A: 'A daily negative energy deficit of approximately 600 kcal/day' and that was chosen by the majority of participants in all groups. However, the expert group (92.3%) scored significantly higher (p < 0.05) than both student groups (68.6% and 61.5% for final-year and first-year students, respectively), with no significant differences between them (table 4).

In terms of surgical treatment of obesity (Q13), 61.5% of the experts chose the correct option B ('Approximately 15% of the patients undergoing gastric bypass will experience suboptimal weight loss or significant weight gain after surgery'). A significantly lower percentage of students (21.7% and 17.7% of final-year and first-year students, respectively), compared to experts (61.5%), chose the correct option (p < 0.05). The incorrect option most frequently chosen was D, with no significant differences between groups.

The most common medical complication following gastric bypass (Q14) is considered to be low levels of vitamin B12, calcium, and iron (option C). Everyone within the expert group chose the correct answer, whilst 98.7% of the final-year students did so, but only 42.7% of first-year students (p < 0.05). The incorrect options A ('Hypertension') and B ('Dyslipidemia') where chosen significantly more frequently (p < 0.05) by first-year students than by the two other groups (table 5).

Regarding medical consequences of obesity (Q15), 84.6% in the expert group chose the correct option B ('Osteoporosis'), which was significantly more frequent than in both student groups (69% and 38.5% in final-year and first-year students, respectively; p < 0.05). Compared with the final-year students, the first-year students more frequently did not answer correctly (p < 0.05), and options A ('DM2') and C ('Male infertility') were the most common incorrect answers selected by the first-year students (table 6).

Regarding the amount of physical activity needed to maintain weight loss in individuals with obesity (Q16), at least 45–60 min of physical activity is recommended (option C). 69.2% of the experts chose the correct option, which was significantly more frequent (p < 0.05) than in both student groups (29.2% and 39.6% in final-year and first-year students, respectively), with no significant differences between both students groups. The majority of both final-year and first-year students believed that option A ('30 min/day with moderate intensity physical activity') was the correct answer (table 6).
Q17 concerning the percentage of individuals being able to maintain a clinically significant weight loss for at least 1 year, the correct option was A (20%). A significantly higher percentage of experts (69%) (p < 0.05) selected the correct option compared to both student groups (49.2% or 33.3%), and first-year students scored significantly lower than final-year students (p < 0.05) (table 6).

Q18 on alternatives most likely associated with long-term weight loss maintenance, was answered correctly by 53.8% of the experts in that ‘Eating breakfast is the element most strongly associated with success at maintaining long-term weight loss’ (option C). There was no difference when comparing final-year and first-year students, but they both achieved significantly lower results (p < 0.05) than the experts (36.7% and 34.4% respectively). The majority of final-year and first-year students chose option B (table 6).

Regarding possible reasons for medical doctors to feel resistant to initialize treatment of obesity (Q19), the majority of final-year students (40.7%) chose option D. Approximately 20% chose option A or C.

For Q20, regarding the role of medical doctors in treating patients with obesity, option A was the most commonly chosen alternative across medical schools (47.3%), followed by option C (28.3%).

Discussion

In crude numbers, experts scored correctly on 4 more questions than final-year students (14.6 vs. 10.8), and 6 years of medical education produced a difference of 2 more correct answers (10.8 vs. 8.6). The most profound differences were found in categories relating to physiology, diagnosis, long-term treatment, and weight management. As expected, the expert group achieved a significantly higher total score compared to final-year and first-year students, but a surprisingly high percentage of experts answered incorrectly on questions regarding which patient to prioritize for treatment (Q7) and long-term treatment outcome of bariatric surgery (Q13). Moreover, the majority of final-year students perceived themselves as competent in treating patients with obesity (Q19 and 20), but lack the confidence, time, resources, and capacity to commit to long-term follow-up of this complex patient group.

Delving more deeply into specific questions, several results of interest become clear. The majority of final-year students answered that one of the main causes of obesity is a lower metabolic rate. This is a common misconception both among clinicians and the general public, as discussed in recent articles [19, 20]. Attributing a lower resting metabolic rate as the main cause of obesity may put the essential requirement for increased body weight – positive energy balance over time – second in line.

Regarding relapse, recent articles have investigated the physiological and psychological basis behind weight regain [7, 21–23], increasing our understanding of why maintaining a reduced body weight over time is the biggest challenge in obesity management. A large number of final-year students attributed weight relapse to lack of compliance and motivation, adding evidence to the fact that patients with obesity are many times stigmatized by the medical profession and labelled as lazy and uncompliant. It is also of importance that doctors recognize the impact that even a minor weight loss (of 5–10% of initial body weight) can result in reducing comorbidities and improving quality of life (Q8) [24–26]. Only two-thirds of the final-year students were acquainted with this.

Overall, only 16.4% of final-year students knew that using iso-BMI is the optimal tool for diagnosing obesity in children and adolescents (Q6), compared to 32.3% of the first-year students. Why a greater percentage of the first-year students scored correctly compared to the final-year students is not fully understood, as they had not been subject to any
relevant teaching. Prior to the work of the International Taskforce of Obesity (IOTF) in the late 1990s, there was no commonly accepted standard for the definition of childhood obesity [27, 28]. Childhood obesity is often overlooked, and GPs may as such contribute to underestimating the severity of weight gain in children [29, 30]. In previous studies, the use of percentiles (most frequently chosen option by final-year medical students in the present study) has been shown to underestimate the progression of weight gain and obesity in children [31, 32].

Another key finding was that the majority of participants in both student groups believe erroneously that 95% of bariatric surgery patients respond well after gastric bypass (Q13) [33, 34], suggesting that bariatric surgery is a cure for obesity.

Regarding the subjective questions (Q19 and Q20), the majority of final-year students acknowledge weight management and obesity treatment as being a part of their professional role (Q19), but long-term follow-up is difficult and beyond their perceived capacity. Paradoxically, the main finding in a recent analysis by Jones et al. [35] was that GPs play a crucial part in initiating interventions and supporting families affected by obesity. The second most chosen option (A: ‘There is not much I can do during a 10-minute consultation’) suggests a feeling of futility in trying to intervene. Time constraints implemented on GPs can challenge the most designated young doctor in a busy surgery. Coupled with gaps in knowledge, lack of understanding of treatment, and poor confidence in abilities may increase stigma previously known to arise from medical personnel dealing with obesity [36, 37]. For Q20, final-year students appear to realize that weight and lifestyle issues are part of the job (option A), and feel confident in treating medical complications. This trend in attitude is reinforced when considering that the second most chosen option was C: ‘The medical side of obesity is easier to handle for the doctor than the weight and lifestyle problems’. This has been investigated previously [38, 39], but never before in Norwegian medical students, confirming the need to evaluate the foundations of obesity treatment in primary care.

This study presents several strengths. Firstly, all medical schools in Norway were included. Secondly, all final-year students were tested within a 6-week period, minimizing the difference in knowledge levels, and first-year students were tested at their first day of medical school. Thirdly, none of the students was aware of the nature of the questions prior to being tested or had access to information during testing. Fourth, an expert group composed of professionals working with clinical obesity was enrolled to serve as a comparison. The development of a specifically designed questionnaire also adds to the strengths of this study. However, test-retest of the questionnaire was not performed, as that would most likely be biased considering the students quick access to information as well as yearning for further learning. Also, the expert group was rather small, in comparison to both student groups, and time constraints resulted in testing only first-year students at one location (Trondheim).

In conclusion, the results of this study show a significant improvement in obesity knowledge during the course of medical education in Norway, but suggest gaps in understanding, particularly with regard to etiology, diagnosis, and treatment. Moreover, analysis of subjective questions shows negative attitudes towards time-consuming follow-up, treatment outcomes, and confidence in weight management.
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